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Manufacturer and supplier of haldi powder, mircha powder, dhania

powder, jeera powder, mix masala etc. 
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About Us

Spice is the word that defines the distinct taste of our dishes. Spices have been known to humans

since long time and when it comes to India, the country known for its rich heritage, spices have its

essence in every part of the country. 

India stands first when it comes to production of spices which counts to 70% of total worlds spice

production. We, the producers of Rasoee masala gladly proclaim our contribution towards this

position of Blended spice production thereby serving major parts of eastern India.

It was 15 years back when the founder of Rasoee masala, Mr Raj Kumar started with a small unit

using simple grinding machines and manual process of packaging. His dedication and passion for

serving people with quality, taste enhancing, healthy spices expanded his range of products through

modern grinding, sieving and packaging machines.

Today at Rasoee Masala production unit it is ensured that every phase of processing of grinding

spices is perfect, keeping in mind the taste and health of its consumer.

Coming to some of our special product like Sattu, which is finely powdered in special techniques such

that the nutrients of the gram seeds are retained and is healthy to eat. Dalia and Kasoori methi are

other product that has been liked by many of our consumers.

Hereby we ensure that Rasoee masala would always stand to its commitment in providing the best

quality blended spices and adding a special taste to delicacies

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Retailer

Total Number of Employees :11 to 25 People



CONTACT US

Laxmi Griha Udyog
Contact Person: Vishal 

1st Phase, Adityapur Industial Area 
Jamshedpur - 831013, Jharkhand, India
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